TUBULAR MARKERS

Tubular surface mount delineator is a high performance, surface mounted, flexible plastic channelization and delineation device. Product can be bonded to asphalt or concrete surfaces to provide traffic control in areas requiring easy removal or relocation. Product provides excellent impact resistance and rebounds after impact.

36” Tubular Surface Mount Marker White 04-36-WWG $50.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity White Sheeting

36” Tubular Surface Mount Marker Yellow 04-36-YYG $50.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity Yellow Sheeting

36” Tubular Surface Mount Marker Black 04-36-BWG $50.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity White Sheeting

36” Tubular Surface Mount Marker Orange 04-36-OWG $50.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity White Sheeting

48” Tubular Surface Mount Marker White 04-48-WWG $60.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity White Sheeting

48” Tubular Surface Mount Marker Yellow 04-48-YYG $60.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity Yellow Sheeting

48” Tubular Surface Mount Marker Black 04-48-BW $60.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity White Sheeting

48” Tubular Surface Mount Marker Orange 04-48-OWG $60.00
3” x 6” Hi-Intensity White Sheeting

Reboundable Tubular Markers
3” Diameter by 36” or 48” Tall Delineator

Durable Urethane Material takes repeated impact and returns to upright position
Available in White, Yellow, Black, and Orange with (2) hi-intensity reflective Bands.